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0.
Extractablc code conformal code $C$ code
$n$ $C^{(n)}=\{w^{n}|w\in C\}$ code $C^{(n)}$ cxtractablc
code $C$ $[7|$ $C$ uniform code reflective
code $C^{(n)}$ extractable ([7],Prop.9 Prop. 16).
conformal code
1.
J.Berstel and D.Perrin[1] G.Lallcment[3]
$A$ ( ), $A^{+}$ $A$ free scmigroup( ), $A^{*}$ 1
$A$ free monoid( ) : $A^{*}=A^{+}\cup\{1\}$ . free monoid $A^{*}$ $w\in A^{*}$
$w(\in A^{*})$ $A$ $|w|$ $w$
1. $A^{+}$ $X$ $x_{1},$
$\ldots,$ $x_{p},$ $y_{1},$ $\ldots,$
$y_{q}\in X,$ $p,$ $q\geq 1$ ,
$x_{1}\cdots x_{p}=y_{1}\cdots y_{q}$ $p=q$ $x_{1}=y_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{p}=y_{p}$ .
$A$ code
$A^{*}$ submonoid $M$ $(M-\{1\})-(M-\{1\})^{2}$ 1 (
(base) ).
$A^{*}$ $M$ $A^{*}$ 1 submonoid $M$ $A^{*}$ submonoid
$B$ free monoid $B^{*}$ $M$ isomorphism $f$ : $B^{*}arrow M$
$M$ $A^{*}$ free submonoid free submonoid code
code $X$ submonoid $x*$ free $([1|,p.43])$ .
This is an extended abstract and the paper will appear elsewhere.
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$A^{*}$ $X$ $X\cap XA^{+}=\emptyset$ prefix code $X$
$X\cap A^{+}X=\emptyset$ $su\mathfrak{W}$ code code $X$ prefix suffix
$bif\dot{a}$ code
$M$ $A^{*}$ submonoid $u,$ $v\in A^{*}$
$u,$ $uv\in M\Rightarrow v\in M$ . $v,$ $uv\in M\Rightarrow u\in M$
2 $M$ biunita $A^{*}$ submonoid $M$ biunitary
$M$ $X$ bifix code ([1],Prop.2.5).
code $C$ $x,$ $y\in A^{*}$ $z\in C$ $[xzy\in C\Rightarrow x=y=1]$
$C$ infix code infix code bifix code
$A$ $m\geq 1$ $A^{m}$ code $C$ code $C$
uniform codc uniform code bifix code
$A^{*}$ submonoid $M$ edractable( )
$x,$ $y\in A^{*},$ $z\in M$ $xzy\in M$ $xy\in M$.
$C$ $A$ code $C^{*}$ $A^{*}$ extractable submonoid $C$ extractable
(cxtractable subsemiguroup) (insertable subsemigroup)
Tamura[4,p.191] code [6]
$PN$ $D$-type codc $D(PN)$ ([5],Def.2.6)
([6],Prop.2.3).
extractable code extractable $A=\{a, b\}$ code
$A^{2}$ extractable code $C=\{a^{2}, ab, ba\}$ extractable $A\backslash$ .
2. Conformal Code
conformal code
$C$ $A$ codc $d,$ $c\in C$ $\alpha,$ $\beta\in A^{*}$
$d^{2}=\alpha c\beta\Rightarrow d=\alpha\beta,$ $c=\beta\alpha,\cdot$
$C$ conformal code ( )
conformal code $C$ $d,$ $c\in C,$ $d^{2}=\alpha c\beta=\alpha’c\beta’$ $\alpha=\alpha_{;}’\beta=\beta’$
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1. (1) $C=\{ab^{2}, (ab)^{2}\}$ conformal code
(2) $C=\{a^{2}b^{3}, aba\}$ conformal code
1. conformal code conformal code
2. uniform codc $A^{n},$ $n\geq 1$ , conformal code $A^{n}$
conformal






$|\alpha|=|\alpha 0|,$ $|\beta 0|=|\beta|$ . $\alpha=\alpha 0,$ $\beta=\beta 0$ . $d=\alpha\beta,$ $c=\beta\alpha$ .
1. conformal codc infix $co$dc
$Z$ $A$ conformal code $d=xcy,$ $c,$ $d\in Z,$ $x,$ $y\in A^{*}$ $d^{2}=x\cdot c\cdot$yxcy
$d=x\cdot$ yXCy $c=yxcy\cdot x$ . $|c|=|yxcyx|$ . $yx=1$ , $x=y=1$ .
$A$ code $Z$ $u,$ $v\in A^{*}$ $[uv\in Z\Rightarrow vu\in Z]$ reflective code
reflective code (conjugacy class) reflective code
infix code ([71,Prop.7). reflective code bifix code 4
reflective code
3. $C=Cl(a^{2}b)+Cl(ab^{3})=\{a^{2}b, aba, ba^{2}, ab^{3}, bab^{2}, b^{2}ab, b^{3}a\}$ reflective code $C$
codc $C$ prefix code
4. $L=Cl(ab)+Cl(ab^{2})=$ $\{ab, ba, ab^{2}, bab, b^{2}a\}$ $[uv\in L,$ $u,$ $v\in$
$A^{*}\Rightarrow vu\in L]$ (ab) . $(bab)=(abb)$ . $(ab)\in L^{*}$ $L$ code
rcflective code
5. $C$ reflective code $c*$ $[uv\in C^{*}\Rightarrow vu\in C^{*}]$
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2. reflective code conformal
$C$ $A$ reflectivc code $d^{2}=\alpha c;/;$ . $d,$ $r,$ $\in C,$ $\alpha,\beta\in A^{*}$ , $C$ code
$\alpha=\beta=1$
Case 1. $\alpha=1,$ $\beta\neq 1$ $d^{2}=c\beta$ . $C$ prefix code $d=c,$ $d=\beta$ .
$d=1$ . $\beta=\alpha\beta,$ $c=d=\beta\cdot 1=\beta\alpha$ .
$\beta=1,$ $\alpha\neq 1$ $C$ suffix code $d=\alpha\beta,$ $c=\beta\alpha$





$|\alpha 0|=|\alpha|$ $d=\alpha\beta_{0}=\alpha_{0}\beta$ $\beta_{0}=\beta$ $d=\alpha\beta,$ $c=\beta\alpha$
$C$ conformal
Casc 2-1. $|\alpha|>|\alpha_{0}|$ $\alpha=\alpha_{0}u$ $u\in A^{*}$ $C$ reflective
$d=\alpha 0u\beta 0\in C$ $\beta 0\alpha_{0}u,$ $\beta 0\alpha 0\in C$ $C$ prefix code
Case 2-1
Case 2-2. $|\alpha|<|\alpha 0|$ $\alpha 0=\alpha u$ $u\in A^{*}$ $c=\beta_{0}\alpha u,$ $d=\alpha\beta_{0}\in C$ .
$C$ reflective $\beta_{0}\alpha\in C.$ $C$ prefix
reflective code conformal
1 2 reflective code conformal code
$C$ $A$ code $n$ $C^{(n)}$
$C^{(n)}=\{c^{n}|c\in C\}$ .
$C$ code $C^{(n)}$ code ([3,Prop.10.2, Cor. 10.3]). code
(composition) ([l,P.71])
$Z\subset A^{*}$ $Y\subset B^{*}$ code $Y$ $B$
( $B$ ). $B$ $Z$ $\beta$ $Y$ $Z$
$\beta$
$X=\beta(Y)\subset Z^{*}\subset A^{*}$
$Y$ $Z$ (composition) $X$ $X=Y\circ_{\beta}Z$
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3([1],Prop.6.1). $Y$ $Z$ $\beta$ code $X=Yo_{\beta}Z$ code
$C$ $A$ code code $C$ $B$
$B=\{b_{x}|x\in C\}$ .
$N$
$\varphi$ : $Carrow N$ $C$ $N$
$Y=\{b_{x}^{\varphi(x)}|a_{x}\in B\}$ $B$ (bi x) code $\pi$ : $Barrow C,$ $\pi(b_{x})=x$ , $B$
$C$ $Y$ $C$ $X=Yo_{\pi}C$
code $X=\{x^{\mathscr{C}’(x)}|x\in C\}$ code $\varphi(C)=\{n\}$ $\varphi(C)$
$X=C^{(n)}$
4. $C$ $A$ code $C$ infix $C^{(n)}$ infix
$C=\{w_{i}|i\in I\}$ $I$ $w_{i}^{n},$ $w_{j}^{n}\in C^{(n)}$ $x,$ $y\in A^{*}$
$w_{j}^{7l}=xw_{i}^{n}y$
$x\neq 1$ $y\neq 1$
$x\neq 1$ $y\neq 1$ $n=1$ $wj=xw_{i}y$ . $C$ infix
$n\geq 2$ $|x|+n|w_{i}|+|y|=n|wj|$ $|wj|>|w_{i}|$ . $x$ $w_{j}^{n}$ $x=w_{j}^{p}\alpha$
$P\geq 0$ $wj$ $\alpha$ $\alpha=1$ $\alpha=w_{j}$ $w_{i}$ $w_{j}$
$C$ infix code $C\mathcal{Y}$ $wj$ 1
$|\alpha w_{i}|\leq|wj|$ $w_{i}$ $wj$ $C$ infix code
$|\alpha w_{i}|>|wj|$ $\alpha\beta_{1}=wj$ $w_{i}$ $\beta_{1}(\neq 1, w_{i})$
$w_{j}^{p+1}=x\beta_{1}$ $|\beta_{1j}w|\leq|w_{i}|$ $wj$ $C$ infix
code $|\beta_{1}wj|>|w_{i}|$ . $\beta_{1}w=w\beta_{2}$ $w_{i}$
$w_{j}P=xw_{i}\beta_{2}$ $w_{i}$ $\beta_{1},$ $\beta_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $\beta_{k},$ $\cdots$ ,
$w_{j}^{p+k}=xw_{i}^{k-1}\beta_{k},$ $k=1,2,$ $\cdots k,$ $\cdots$ , $k=n-p$
$w_{j}^{n}=xw_{j}^{n-p}$ ‘1 $xw_{i}^{n}y$ $x\neq 1$
$y\neq 1$
$x=1$ $y\neq 1$ $w_{i}$ $wj$ $x\neq 1$ $y=1$
$C^{(n)}$ infix code
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$C$ conformal code 1 $C$ infix code 4 $C^{(n)}$
infix code :
5. $C$ conformal code $C^{(n)},$ $n\geq 2$ , extractable
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